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If q is a sparse Blascke product, we give a necessary and sufftcient condition for a 
Douglas algebra B SC H”[q] to be of the form H”[fi], for some interpolating 
Blaschke product. Under certain conditions on B and q we give a sufftcient con- 
dition for BE H”[y] to be of the form H”[6], where y and b are interpolating 
Blaschke products. We also give a condition for the Douglas algebra 
H”[q] n H”[h] to be of the form H” [qr]. where y, is some interpolating 
Blaschke product. c 1987 Academic Press. Inc 
INTRODUCTION 
Let D be the open unit disk in the complex plane and T be its boundary. 
Let L” be the space of essentially bounded measurable functions on T with 
respect to the Lebesgue measure. By H” we mean the class of all bounded 
analytic functions in n. Via identification with boundary functions, H” can 
be considered as a uniformly closed subalgebra of L”. A uniformly closed 
subalgebra B between H” and L” is called a Douglas algebra. If we let C 
be the family of continuous functions on T, then it is well known that 
H” + C is the smallest Douglas algebra containing H” properly. For any 
Douglas algebra B, we denote by M(B) the space of nonzero multiplicative 
linear functionals on B, that is, the set of all maximal ideals in B. 
An interpolating sequence is a sequence {z,,}r= , E D with the property 
that for any bounded sequence of complex numbers { 2,}:; , there exists f 
in H” such that f(z,) = 2.” for all n. A well-known condition states that a 
sequence {z, ) ,“= , is interpolating if and only if 
A Blaschke product 
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is called an interpolating Blaschke product if its zero set (z,? i,;=, is an 
interpolating sequence (Iz,J/z, = 1 is understood whenever z,! = 0). A 
sequence {z,};=, is said to be sparse (or thin) if it is an interpolating 
sequence and 
lim fl i”;- = 1. 
” - x m f  II I I z,z,, 
For a function f in the algebra H” + C, we let Z(f) = 
{$m14(Ha+C):f($)=O}. A n inner function is a function in H” of 
modulus 1 almost everywhere on T. For z and )V in the disk D, we let 
be the pseudo-hyperbolic distance of z and )t’ and N(z, 6) = 
{w:p(w,z)<6}, h’ h w  IC 1s called a pseudo-hyperbolic neighborhood of z. 
In this paper we will determine conditions under which a Douglas 
algebra B is of the form H” [6] for some interpolating Blaschke product h. 
Every Douglas algebra B is generated by H” and the complex conjugates 
of the interpolating Blaschke products h which are invertible in B 
(Chang-Marshall Theorem, [ 1,8]); but it is not known which Douglas 
algebras are of the form H’” [i;]. Marshall [8] has shown that if ,f is a 
unimodular function in L” that takes only a finite number of values on aD, 
then H”[f] = H”[h] for some interpolating Blaschke product h. 
Gorkin [4] has given two examples of Douglas algebras that cannot be of 
the form H”[b] for an interpolating Blaschke product h. Here we will give 
another example of a Douglas algebra that is not of this form, and give 
conditions under which a Douglas algebra B is of the form above. It is 
obvious that if B is to be of the form above, then there is some inter- 
polating Blaschke product q with B c H  ^ [q]. Not every Douglas algebra 
contained in H”[q] is of the desired form as shown by Gorkin [4]. We 
shall show that if q is a sparse Blaschke product and B is a Douglas 
algebra contained in H” [q], and if the set Z(q) n M(B) is both an open 
and a closed subset of Z(q), then B = H” [i;,] for some interpolating 
Blaschke product. In our proof the fact that q is sparse is critical since it 
allows us to choose numbers r and y so that U,;= I N(z,,, 1)‘) will contain 
those z in D where h(z) is small, for any interpolating Blaschke product h 
with 6 E B. 
THEOREM 1. Let q be u sparse Blashke product, and let B be a Douglas 
algebra contained in H” [q]. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) The set Z(q) n M(B) is both an open und closed subset of Z(q); 
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(ii) B= H”[qI] where q, is a factor ofq in H”; 
(iii) B=H”[6] h w ere b is an interpolating Blaschke product inver- 
tible in H”[q]. 
Proof: We are going to show that (i) implies (ii), (iii) implies (ii), and 
(ii) implies (i). The fact that (ii) implies (iii) is trivial. 
Let’s assume (i) holds. Since Z(q) n M(B) is an open-closed subset of 
Z(q) by the results of Izuchi [S, see Corollary 3 and Theorem 21, there is a 
factor q0 of q in H” such that Z(q,) = Z(q) n M(B). Write q as qoql. We 
claim that B= H”[g,]. To prove this, we let {z,,}, (~~3, and {y,} be the 
set of zeros in D for q, q, , and qo, respectively. Since {x,,} u { y,*} = {zn} 
and {x,~} n (yI1} # @ [3, Theorem 4.1, p. 4221, Z(q,) n Z(q,) = 0 in 
M(H”), so q, # 0 on M(B), which says that q1 is in B. So we have 
H”[q,]cB. 
To show that Bc_ H”[ij,], we are going to show that 
M(H”[g,])cM(B). It is enough to show that if cp$M(B), then 
cp $ M( H” [I4 ,I). Because of the sparsity of q we can use the results in [2, 
p. 271 as follows: Suppose cp 4 M(B). By the assumption B c H”[$j. 
Therefore, Iv(q)1 < 1. Let P, be the nontrivial Gleason part containing cp 
and LXEP, such that u(q)=O. Since LYE P,, tx$M(B), but cl~Z(q). 
Therefore, ds,)=O. Again, since c(EP,, Idql)l < 1. Hence 
~P~WH”[~,I). 
Next we show that (ii) implies (i). Suppose B= “[q,], where q, 
is a factor of q in H”. Let qo= 44, ; then we will show that 
Z(qo)=M(H”[tj,])nZ(q). But this follows from the fact that if q is 
sparse and q= qo’q,, then Iq,(x)l = 1 for all x in the set 
{wzEM(H~ +C): Im(q,)l < 1). This implies that Z(q,)~M(H”[g,]). 
Since q, is invertible in H” [q,], we have that Z(qo) = Z(q) n M(H”[j,]) 
and Z(qo) is an open-closed subset of Z(q) by [S, Corollary 31. 
Since (ii) implies (iii) is trivial, we show that (iii) implies (ii). Suppose 
B = H” [b], where b is an interpolating Blaschke product invertible in 
H” L-d. 
We show that there is a factor q. of q in H” such that H”[tj,] = 
H”[b]. Let {ak} be the zeros of b in D. Because b is invertible in H”[q] 
and q is sparse, we can find a pseudohyperbolic system of neighborhoods 
N(z,, y) (see Theorem 4) with {ak} E U;:, N(z,,, y) (except possibly for a 
finite number of the ak’s). Here the set {zn} is the zeros of q in D. So for 
each k, there is a z,~ with a ak E N(z,~, y). Let q. be the Blaschke product 
with zero sequence { znk} and put q, = q. ijo. Now we have (1) 
supk lqO(ak)l < 1 and (2) supk lb(z,,)l < 1. First we show that b is invertible 
in H” [So]. It suffices to show that b is nonzero on M(H”[q,]). Suppose 
not. Then there is a y, E M(H”[ijo]) with b(y,) = 0. Since b is inter- 
polating, there is a subsequence of {ak}, say {a,,}, that converges to 4~~. 
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By (1) supjq,(a,,)l < 1, hence lqo(y,)I < 1, which is a contradiction. Thus h 
is invertible in H”[q,]. 
Noting conditions (2) and using the same technique that we use to show 
that be H”[qo], we can prove that qO E H”[h]. Therefore, we have that 
H”[b] = H”[&]. 
It is not true that every subalgebra of H”[q], q sparse, is of the form 
H”[&], q0 a factor of q in H”. In [6] K. Izuchi has shown the existence 
of a maximal subalgebra B* Y+ H” [q] such that Z(q) n M(B) is not an 
open-closed subset of Z(q). By (iii) above the subalgebra B* is not of the 
form H”[6]. At the end of this paper we give an example to show that 
Theorem 1 does not generalize to interpolating Blaschke products. 
If q is sparse, and h is invertible in H”[q], then there is a factor q, of q 
in H” such that H”[?,] = H”[b]. Let us say that an interpolating 
Blaschke product q is dense in a Douglas algebra B if for any interpolating 
Blaschke product h with 6~ B there is a factor q, of q in H”’ such that 
H”[6] = H”[q,]. 
Note that if q is dense in B, then BG H”[q]. The subalgebra B* above, 
where q is sparse, is an example of an interpolating Blaschke product 
which is dense in B*, but B* is not of the form H”[b] where h is an 
interpolating Blaschke product. We use the property of density to give a 
sufficient condition for a Douglas algebra B to be of the form H”[b]. 
THEOREM 2. Let q be an interpolating Blaschke product which is dense in 
a Douglas algebra B. Suppose that the set Z(q) I-I M(B) is an open-closed 
subset ofZ(q). Then B= H”[q,], q, a factor of q in H”. 
ProoJ: We use K. Izuchi’s theorem [6, Corollary 3, Theorem 21 which 
says that if Z(q) r\ M(B) is an open-closed subset of Z(q), there is a factor 
q0 of q with Z(q,) = Z(q) n M(B). Write q= q,.q,; we will show that 
B= H”[q,]. Since q1 #O on M(B), 4, is in B, so H”[q,] c B. We only 
have to show that B c H” [q,]. Let b be an interpolating Blaschke product 
with 6 in B. Since q is dense in B there is a factor q2 of q such that 
H”[ij,] = H”[b]. We have 1q21 = 1 on Z(q,) where q0 =qq, (since 
Z(q,) c M(B)). This implies that q2 divides q,, except possibly for a finite 
number of zeros. It follows that H”[~r]~H”[~,], so 6~H”[q,] and 
Bc H”[q,]; and the theorem is proved. 
Gorkin [4] gave examples of interpolating Blaschke products b and q 
such that H”[6] n H”[q] is not of the form H” [&I. However, if q is 
sparse, we do have 
THEOREM 3. Let q be a sparse Blaschke product and h be any inter- 
polating Blaschke product. I f  the set Z(q) n M(H” [b]) is an open-closed 
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subset ofZ(q), then H” [b] n H” [q] is of the form H” [&,I for some inter- 
polating Blaschke product qO. 
Proof: Let B = H”[q] n H”[b]. Then B c Hm[q]. By a theorem of 
Sarason (see [4]), M(B)=M(H”[b])uM(H”[q]). Thus 
Z(q) n M(B) = Z(q) n MH”C61) 
is an open-closed subset of Z(q). By Theorem 1 we have that B = H” [q,J 
for some interpolating Blaschke product q,,. 
A natural question to ask is the following. If q is a sparse Blaschke 
product, which inner functions are invertible in the algebra H”[q]? The 
following theorem answers this question. 
THEOREM 4. Let q be a Blaschke product which is sparse. Suppose b is an 
inner function such that 6 is in H” [q]. Then b is the product of a finite num- 
ber of interpolating Blaschke products which is sparse. 
Proof By the result of Kerr-Lawson [7, Lemma 31, it suffices to show 
the existence of positive numbers r and y with 0 <r, y < 1 such that 
{z: lb(z)\ <r} is contained in (J,“=, N(z,, y), where (z,,} is the zero 
sequence of q in D. In fact, Kerr-Lawson shows the preceding conditions 
imply b = 6, b,... b, where each bi, i = 1,2 ,.,., n is an interpolating Blaschke 
product. If we let {wn,} be the subsequence of (wn) (the zeros of b in D) 
that are the zeros for bi, then there is an N(z,,, y) that contains w,,,. Hence 
we have p(z,,, w,) < y for all i. Since q is sparse we see that each bi is also 
sparse. To show that hi is sparse, we proceed as follows. Since q is sparse, 
we have 
lim n * =l. 
?I-= H#Wl I I n m 
Now as in the proof of Lemma 5.3 of [3], it is shown that if 6 is the inter- 
polating constant for q, and if p(z,, w,)<y, with y<a=2y/(l +y’)<d 
(this is possible since 6 3 1; see Lemma 1.4 of [ 3, p. 4041) 
4 W - w,, ++*, 1 T’fQLQ 6-a a----. l-a6 
Since q is thin, we can let 6 -+ 1 and keep a bounded from 1, obtaining 
6-a -+I 
1 -a6 
which shows that bi is thin. 
Suppose that no such r and y exist. Then for every positive integer k 
there is a point ak in D such that b(a,) + 0 but ak is not in 
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u,“=, N(z,, 1 -(l/k)). If x is a cluster point of {uk} in M(H”), then 
b(x)=0 but Iq(x)l = 1 because of the sparseness of q (by [3, Chap. X, 
Lemma 1.41. The latter equality means x is in M(H” [q]) and we have a 
contradiction. 
The following example shows that Theorem 1 does not generalize. The 
example is due to Donald Sarason, to whom I am indebted for permission 
for its use in this paper. I would also like to express my gratitude to him 
for reading this paper and for shortening the proof of Theorem 2. 
The example is done in the upper half-plane. Let q be the Blaschke 
product with zeros i + n, n = 0, & 1, f2,.... Let h be the Blaschke product 
with zeros 2”i, n = 0, 1, 2 ,.... 
(i) hEHZ[q]. 
Proof: (Sketch) First note that lim SUP,.+~, Iq(iy)l < 1. We can see this 
either by a direct estimate or by noting that q is, to within a constant 
multiple, equal to (e2=jr - e ‘)/( 1 - e P’e2ni’) (since the last function is a 
Blaschke product with the same zeros as q). Therefore M(H” [q]) is 
disjoint from the closure of the half-line { iy: y 3 1). But all the zeros of h 
are confined to that closure (since b is an interpolating Blaschke product), 
so b does not vanish on M(H”[q]) and thus is invertible in H”[q]. 
(ii) lim jb(i+x)j = 1 
ITI - % 
Proof. Direct estimation. 
(iii) If qO is a factor of q but is not a finite Blaschke product, then qO is 
not invertible in H”[6]. 
Proof: If {z,,} is the zero sequence of qO, then [!J(z,)~ -+ 1 by (ii). 
Therefore, if cp is a cluster point of {zn>, then Ib(cp)l = 1 so that cp is in 
WH”Chl), yet adv)=O. 
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